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B U Y S H A R E S I N G O L D A N D S I L V E R C O M PA N I E S A N D H A V E A
HAPPY NEW YEAR
The charts of many gold companies are giving strong long term buy signals and are very bullish. In many cases technical indicators in the weekly charts are the most oversold that they have ever been. This portends significant price gains. The monthly
charts are not yet giving buy signals, but they will, as the upside price move gathers momentum. This bullish run could last 2
years or longer and prices could see multipile gains, particularly in the junior sector.
The economic and financial mayhem that is the Kondratieff winter is very bullish for gold.
In his January 1985 Newsletter, Donald Hoppe referenced the following five phases of investment that followed the world
credit crisis initiated by the stock market crash of October 1929. It is easy to see the similarities between then and now.
Phase 1- “A flight from questionable securities into strong securities.” This occurred during the initial stock market crash in
1929. The stock market recovered 50% of its losses into April 1930. Then as the bear market resumed, all securities, except
for the gold shares, were sold regardless of quality. Following the stock market peak in October 2007, this flight from questionable securities into strong securities gathered momentum into November 2008. Following a probable stock market partial recovery into April 2009, all securities, except for gold shares, will likely be sold, as the bear market resumes with a vengeance.
Phase 2- “An intense liquidation of inventories and commodities” Then, 1930-1933; now, starting in July 2008 and continuing
into a deflationary bottom, perhaps by 2012.
Phase 3-“The liquidation of commercial real estate, houses and farms, both through foreclosures and sacrifice sales at a fraction of prior values.” Then-1930-1939; now, houses-starting in July 2007; commercial real estate just beginning; and farms to
follow.
Phase 4-“The flight from banks into cash and gold (which ultimately caused the whole US banking system to collapse.)”-Then1930-1933; now, mid-2008, perhaps until mid-2009; by which time US T-Bills are likely to become suspect monetary investments, which would make gold the ultimate store of value.
Phase 5-“The flight from the dollar to gold.”-Then, October 1931-March 1933. In 1933, President Roosevelt stopped the flight
to gold by suspending gold convertibility for the dollar and confiscating all privately held gold. Thereafter, the only way Americans could own gold was by investing in gold company shares. Nevertheless, the value of Homestake Mining shares had already tripled prior to the confiscation. This 5th stage is still pending, awaiting the demise of the dollar.
Hoppe Donald, Donald Hoppe Analysis, January 1985, P.11.
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The following chart of Homestake Mining details the company’s price movement following the 1929 stock market peak. During
the initial crash (Sept-Nov 1929) Homestake’s price crashed too. Thereafter, Homestake’s share price belied the downward
spiral in the general stock market. By 1936, Homestake’s share price had reached $544, more than 8 times higher than in
November 1929. Moreover between 1929 and 1936, the company paid a total of $171 per share in dividends. The share values of all gold mining companies enjoyed similar price gains.

1929-1936 Prices-Homestake Mining, Dome Mines, Dow Jones Industrial Average

Year
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

Homestake Mining
Stock Price
Dividend
$65.00 low
$7.00
$83.00 high
$8.00
$138.00 high
$8.45
$163.00 high
$10.60
$373.00 high
$15.00
$430.00 high
$30.00
$495.00 high
$56.00
$544.00 high
$36.00

Dome Mines
Stock Price Dividend
$6.00 low
$1.00
$10.3/8 high
$1.00
$13.1/2 high
$1.00
$12.7/8 high
$1.30
$39.1/2 high
$1.80
$46.1/4 high
$3.50
$44.7/8 high
$4.00
$61.1/4 high
$4.00

Dow Jones
Industrials
381.17 high
157.51 low
73.79 low
42.22 low
50.16 low
85.15 low
96.17 low
143.11 low
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Once the stock bear market resumes following a probable recovery into March/April 2009, the prices of all gold mining shares
should advance, separating themselves from the general stock market decline, just as they did after April 1930.
Comparable to the 1930s, the share values of all gold companies should rise together since what remains of investment capital becomes totally focused on this sector.
So, let us see what the charts are telling us. (All prices are the closing price on Dec 31, 2008. Charts are from Reuters)

Comex gold-Weekly chart. $884.30

Technical indicators (MACDI and Stochastic) have turned up to give buy signals from deeply oversold levels. This
suggests the beginnings of a major move to the upside. Price must exceed $936 on a closing basis to reverse the
bear trend evidenced by lower highs and lower lows. Beyond $936 the previous high at $990 may act as resistance
and then the high at $1036 will likely give pause to higher prices. But the move from deeply oversold levels suggests that the price of gold is going considerably higher.
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Comex gold –Monthly chart. $884.30

Technical indicators on the monthly gold chart are just rolling up to give a buy signal. A monthly close above $936 would reverse the bear trend of lower lows and lower highs. This would give confidence that a new bull major bull market in gold was
underway. A potential target for this move is $1300 per ounce.
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Amex, HUI-Gold-bugs Index. Weekly chart. $302.41

The weekly chart of the HUI (un-hedged producers) is similar to the weekly gold chart; that is, it is signaling the onset of a new
intermediate up-leg in prices. Technical indicators have turned up from deeply oversold levels and have just indicated a buy.
The price on this index has more than doubled in the past eight weeks, but the still deeply- oversold levels of the indicators
suggest much higher prices. Initial resistance to the ongoing up-move is $360; then $480 should slow prices and finally the
high at $520 should act as resistance. The potential price target on this move is a minimum of $700.
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Some bigger producing gold companies
Agnico Eagle Mines AEM/T-Weekly chart. $62.77

Technical indicators have just delivered a buy signal. The MACDI has given this signal from the most oversold levels in at least
12 years. In the past 8 weeks the price of AEM’s shares has more than doubled. This suggests that considerably higher prices
are in the offing. A close above resistance at $69.60 would reverse the bear trend of lower highs and lower lows. Subsequent
resistance would be in the low $80 range and the old high at $82.80. Through these levels AEM could reach a target of $105
or better.
Technical indicators for Agnico’s monthly chart (not shown) are not yet giving a buy signal. Once they do, and that could still be
three or so months away, it would kick-in a long term buy signal. So by all appearances AEM’s share price has considerable
and long-term upside potential.
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Goldcorp Inc. (G/T) Weekly chart. $38.39.

In October 2008 Goldcorp’s share price dropped to a level last seen in July 2005. Technical indicators and in particular the MACDI have given a buy signal from deeply oversold levels, which infers considerably higher prices. In
the past 9 weeks, Goldcorp’s share price has more than doubled. The close above $38.40 suggests that the old
high at $52.50 will come under attack shortly. Once through that price level a minimum price target of $60 is indicated for this move.
Goldcorp’s monthly chart is similar to that of Agnico Eagle and likewise suggests much higher prices in the longer
term.
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Kinross Gold Corp (K/T) Weekly chart. $22.50

The similarity of this chart with that of Goldcorp and Agnico Eagle is clearly visible. Each stock made a new high in 2008 and
then plunged into a multi-year low into October 2008. From that low each company’s share price has made a rapid recovery,
regaining at least 50% of the losses. The recovery has been from deeply oversold levels, which suggests that in each case the
old highs will be overtaken by a considerable margin. This anticipation is further enhanced by the fact that in case of each of
these companies, the monthly technical indicators are yet to give a positive buy signal. For Kinross the monthly buy signal is
almost at hand. Breaking above the old high at $27.16, Kinross’s share price is expected to reach a minimum price target of
$37.00.
Note.
The bullish or bearish interpretation is always enhanced when almost all charts in the same stock group are giving a buy or sell
signal from overbought or oversold levels at virtually the same time. Longer term price movements are governed by the weekly
price chart. Very long term price movements are governed by the monthly chart. For gold stocks, the buy signal is coming from
deeply oversold levels on the weekly chart and the bottom in virtually every case was reached at the same time. Signals from
the monthly charts are pending on the buy side, which affirms the potential for major and long term price gains.
The reading of a price chart never takes into consideration the fundamentals of the company, nor can it anticipate the future
effect on prices through such events as political risk, legal issues and environmental problems. It merely anticipates future
price action based on past price action spread over time. Every price chart develops its own unique rhythm.
At this time, daily charts are suggesting a short term pause in the upward movement in prices for gold and gold company
shares, whilst the weekly charts have just given an intermediate buy signal and the monthly charts are trailing, but are close to
giving a buy signal.
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Yamana Gold Inc. (YRI/T) Weekly chart. $9.45

Yamana’s weekly share price plunge low was not reached until the week of November 22nd 2008, a month later than the
share price lows of the 3 preceding companies reviewed in this report. Thus, Yamana’s share price recovery is 4 weeks behind
these other companies. The share price has just crossed the mid-band of the Bollinger bands which usually means a move to
the top band, which is currently at $12.00. $17.22 should act as resistance, as should the high at $19.79. Beyond that level
YRI’s share price could reach a high near $30.00.
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Some smaller producing gold companies
Alamos Gold Inc. (AGI/T) Weekly chart. $8.49

This is a very bullish chart and portends significantly higher prices. Share prices temporarily broke through the double top resistance at $8.40, but closed the week below that price, which suggests additional backing and filling before the share price
breaks through. Thereafter $11.10 may act as minor resistance to an assault on the all time high at $12.00. Beyond that price
Alamos’s share price has the opportunity of doubling to $24.00.
Minefinders Corp Ltd. (MFL/T). Weekly chart. $6.13.

Notice how many of these charts have the MACDI at oversold levels not evident at earlier points. This is very bullish and portends significantly higher prices. Expect resistance at the prices shown and at the middle Bollinger band, where the price is
currently being held. Beyond these levels there is further and perhaps considerable resistance at the old highs at $14.15. But
the monthly chart technical indicators are just now beginning to turn up from deeply oversold levels. This suggests, at the very
Least, that MFL’s price could double again through $14.15 to $28.00.
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Some babies with gold production and additional gold in the ground assets.
New Guinea Gold Corp. (NGG-V) Weekly chart. $0.325

NGG’s share price has been in a corrective mode since its share price peaked in March 2004 at $0.96. The series of lower
highs and lower lows since the April 2007 peak at $0.76 has been bearish. To reverse this trend NGG’s share price must close
above $0.34 on a weekly basis. Thereafter, the series of declining highs as indicted on the chart may pose resistance. Breaking above the high of $0.96 could propel NGG’s share price to $1.85, although $2.30 (share price high in 1996) is attainable
on this move.

San Gold Corp (SGR/V) Weekly chart. $1.20

From the low of $0.57 made in the last week of October 2008, it took just 8 weeks for San Gold’s share price to double. There
is some resistance to the anticipated continued share price increase at around $1.70. Thereafter the double top at $2.25
should provide more formidable resistance. Through that price level San Gold’s share price could reach $3.80.
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Juniors with gold in the ground.
Detour Gold Corp (DGC/T) Weekly chart. $8.48

The share price of Detour Gold made a low of $2.86 in the week ending 26 th of October 2008. The share price has almost tripled since then, but there appears to be much more potential on the upside. Stochastics and MACD have just given buy signals from deeply oversold levels. The price has just broken through the mid-Bollinger band which suggests that it will rise to
the upper Bollinger band (currently at $14.60) in the coming weeks. There is some resistance at $19.00 and thereafter the old
high at $25.40 may hold back the price advance. Ultimately DGC’s share price could reach $40.00 on this move.

PDX Resources Inc. (PLG/T) Weekly chart. $.1.65

The chart of PDX Resources closely resembles that of Detour Gold Corp, because PDX has a better than 40% ownership in
DGC. Like DGC, PDX’s share price has tripled since late October 2008, when it hit a low of $0.54, but there is still huge potential on the upside. The share price has just crossed the mid-Bollinger band which emphatically infers a move to the upper
Bollinger band (now at $3.20, but declining). There is little resistance evident to the upwards price movement on this chart,
which suggests that the action on the daily chart will determine price corrections. The high price at $5.48 should act as some
resistance en route to a potential price target of $8.60.
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Gryphon Gold Corp (GGN/V) Weekly chart. $0.15

Gryphon’s share price has experienced a mighty big tumble from the $2.25 it reached in April 2006. A new bull market appears in the offing as indicated by the buy signals given by the MACD and Stochastic from oversold levels. The MACD has not
been above the 0 line since October 2006. It is expected that it will achieve that distinction in the coming weeks. Both the
MACD and Stochastic on the Monthly charts are at very oversold levels, which promises a big and long-term price move to the
upside. Resistance to the price advance may occur at the levels indicated. But the old high at $2.25 and perhaps beyond that
level is indicated as a potential target.

Timmins Gold Corp (TMM/V) Weekly chart. $0.55

The share price of Timmins Gold Corp has broken out from a declining channel. This is bullish and portends much higher
prices. The breakout has penetrated the mid-Bollinger band, which suggests a move to the upper band, which is declining but
is currently positioned at $0.89. This should momentarily contain the upwards price movement. The high at $1.48 should act
as resistance to a potential price target of $3.00.
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Full Metal Minerals (FMM/V)-Weekly chart. $0.21

Prices have plummeted from $3.66 to an all time-low of $0.145. Technical indicators have crossed from deeply oversold levels
to give a buy signal. Resistance to the anticipated price rise are indicated on the chart. The potential price peak is $1.80,
which is approximately a 50% retracement of the price down move. But the potential exists for even higher prices

Staccato Gold Resources Ltd (CAT/V) Weekly chart. $0.075

These pinching Bollinger bands are very bullish and a major move to the upside is in the offing. Technical indicators are oversold, and still negative. The breakout when it occurs can be very sudden (See January 06). The initial breakout is likely to be
higher prices, perhaps three times the current level, over a few weeks, which allows the Bollinger bands to turn sharply higher.
This initial breakout is likely to be followed by a swift and violent move to the upside, which will advance prices very rapidly.
The high at $1.50 is a prospective target.
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IMA Exploration (IMR/T). Weekly chart. $0.31

With money in the bank and a decent copper/gold property on Vancouver Island, IMA required some chart investigation. These
tightly pinching Bollinger bands are the precursor to a significant move and that is almost certainly to the upside. At a minimum, we have to expect that $1.20 will get a look. Then there’s that huge price gap that some technicians argue has to be
filled. We’ll wait and see what if anything happens beyond $1.20.
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Silver
While the outlook for silver is not as bullish as it is for gold in a Kondratieff winter, the silver charts may be suggesting otherwise. Indeed, silver charts are generally even more oversold than their gold counterparts. Could the coming price rise of silver
and silver shares be potentially even greater than gold and gold shares? We’ll review.

Silver Comex-Weekly chart. $11.295

The price of silver reached a low of $8.40 in November 2008, which was at a price level not seen since December 2005. Technical indicators which reached unprecedented oversold levels have recently confirmed the start of a new and potentially significant uptrend.
Such a view is enhanced by a review of the monthly chart (not shown). Technical indicators on the monthly chart are at oversold levels last seen in 2001 and are turning up to give a long-term buy signal. Silver’s price is at resistance, which should be
overcome on the next up-move. Further resistance levels are indicated on the chart. Once the high at $21.44 is overcome the
price of silver could advance to $32.00.
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Some Big Ones
Pan American Silver (PAA/T). Weekly chart. $21.01

Technical indicators on the weekly chart are very oversold and have just given a buy signal from these levels, which suggests a
major price up-move has just commenced. Monthly technical indicators (not shown) are also deeply oversold which adds to the
belief that not only is a major increase in price in the offing but the bull market should last a minimum 2 years. Resistance to
higher prices is detailed on the chart. Beyond the price high of $43.66, PAA could achieve a minimum price target of $65.00

Silver Standard Resources Inc (SSO/T) Weekly chart. $19.45

Silver Standard’s chart attributes are similar to Pan American’s chart as described above. Price resistance levels are as indicated. Beyond the high of $45.55, Silver Standard’s share price could reach as high as $70.00.
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Some Not So Big Ones
Fortuna Silver Mines Inc.(FVI/T) Weekly chart. $0.69

The deeply oversold technical indictors on both the weekly and monthly chart of Fortuna Silver indicate that significantly higher
prices are in the offing. Initial resistance to a resumption of the bull trend is at $0.85 and then at $1.22. Then price levels
around $2.30 and $3.25 may hold back the price advance to the high at $$3.96. Beyond $3.96 FVI could reach a price level
of $6.50.
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Great Panther Resources Ltd. (GPR/V) Weekly chart. $0.28

Resistance to Great Panther’s upwards price move are the stair-step levels indicated on the chart. Beyond initial resistance at
$0.45, there appears to be little resistance until $1.50, which would be better than a 300% price increase. But GPR’s share
price looks capable of making substantial gains beyond that level. Beyond the high of $$2.79, Great Panther’s price could
reach a high of $4.50.

Some Baby Explorers
Golden Goliath Resources Ltd. (GNG/V) Weekly chart. $0.075

Since its inception as a public company Golden Goliath’s share price has disappointed. Technical indicators suggest that this is
likely to change. They are very oversold and have just turned up to give a buy signal. There’s a little resistance at $0.11, and
$0.16 and then there appears to be no resistance until $0.45, which is 5 times beyond GNG’s current share price. The double
top at $0.70 should act as more significant resistance to a potential price peak of $1.40.
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Normabec Mines Ltd (NMB/V) Weekly chart. $0.07

Normabec’s share price is against resistance at $0.10. Beyond that level there appears to be little resistance to a further price
increase until $0.32. Technical indicators on both the monthly and weekly chart have recently turned up to give buy signals
from deeply oversold levels suggesting that much higher prices are in the offing. Probable resistance prices are shown on the
chart. Beyond the price high of $0.82 NMB’s price could reach a new high of $1.40.

How big could it be? Just look at these two charts.
Nevsun
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Minefinders

How much will prices rise? Nobody knows. But we can use charts to give ourselves a reasonable chance of predicting the likely
direction of the price move and the likely size of the move.
I have shown these two charts because the price move over a relatively short period of time was dramatic. You could have purchased Nevsun shares in January 2002 at $0.25 and sold them in November 2003 for $9.25 (assuming you bought at the
bottom and sold at the top). Minefinders shares could have been purchased just over $1.00 in September 2001 and sold
above $13.50 in April 2004.
Could we see similar gains in some of these companies that I have detailed or for that matter in companies that I have not
reviewed. Yes, of course we could. What virtually all the gold and silver charts are stating, in unison, is that something big is in
the offing. But there are absolutely no guarantees.
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